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Triggered alternans in an ionic model of ischemic cardiac
ventricular muscle
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It has been known for several decades that electrical alternans occurs during myocardial ischemia in
both clinical and experimental work. There are a few reports showing that this alternans can be
triggered into existence by a premature ventricular contraction. Detriggering of alternans by a
premature ventricular contraction, as well as pause-induced triggering and detriggering, have also
been reported. We conduct a search for triggered alternans in an ionic model of ischemic ventricular
muscle in which alternans has been described recently: a one-dimensional cable of length 3 cm,
containing a central ischemic zone 1 cm long, with 1 cm segments of normal~i.e., nonischemic!
tissue at each end. We use a modified form of the Luo–Rudy@Circ. Res.68, 1501–1526~1991!#
ionic model to represent the ventricular tissue, modeling the effect of ischemia by raising the
external potassium ion concentration (@K1#o) in the central ischemic zone. As@K1#o is increased
at a fixed pacing cycle length of 400 ms, there is first a transition from 1:1 rhythm to alternans or
2:2 rhythm, and then a transition from 2:2 rhythm to 2:1 block. There is a range of@K1#o over
which there is coexistence of 1:1 and 2:2 rhythms, so that dropping a stimulus from the periodic
drive train during 1:1 rhythm can result in the conversion of 1:1 to 2:2 rhythm. Within the bistable
range, the reverse transition from 2:2 to 1:1 rhythm can be produced by injection of a well-timed
extrastimulus. Using a stimulation protocol involving delivery of pre- and post-mature stimuli, we
derive a one-dimensional map that captures the salient features of the results of the cable
simulations, i.e., the$1:1→2:2→2:1% transitions with$1:1↔2:2% bistability. This map uses a
new index of the global activity in the cable, the normalized voltage integral. Finally, we put forth
a simple piecewise linear map that replicates the$1:1↔2:2% bistability observed in the cable
simulations and in the normalized voltage integral map. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1499275#
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Heart attack is a leading cause of death. Death during a
heart attack is often due to a disturbance in the rhythm
of the heartbeat „‘‘cardiac arrhythmia’’ …. Arrhythmias
arise in this context because of the interruption in the
flow of blood to the heart muscle „‘‘myocardial is-
chemia’’…. It has been known for several decades that a
beat-to-beat alternation in the pulse or the electrocardio-
gram „‘‘alternans’’ … can be seen at the onset of ischemia
just before the arrhythmias first start to appear. While
there has been much speculation about a cause-and-effe
relationship between the alternans and the arrhythmias,
there is as yet no firm evidence for this hypothesis. There
is also some evidence that alternans can start up during
ischemia immediately following the occurrence of a pre-
mature ventricular beat „‘‘triggered alternans’’ …. Again,
the exact nature of any causal connection between th
premature beat and the triggering of the alternans is un-
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certain. We therefore undertook to see whether we could
shed some light on triggered alternans by trying to elicit
it in an ionic model of ischemic ventricular muscle.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electrical alternans is a cardiac arrhythmia in whi
there is a beat-to-beat alternation in the shape of one or m
of the electrocardiographic complexes. Alternans rhythms
which there is frank alternation of some component of
electrocardiogram or electrogram~e.g., ST-segment, T-wave
ventricular gradient! commonly occur during acute myoca
dial ischemia in both clinical~see Refs. 2–13 in Ref. 1! and
experimental2–9 work. At times, the alternans can be so sm
in magnitude that it is not visible to the naked eye, and sig
processing techniques~e.g., power spectrum,10–12 complex
demodulation,13 or Karhunen–Loe`vre decomposition14! must
be used to establish its existence. There has been muc
cent interest in detecting this occult alternans to identify
tients at risk of arrhythmia in ischemia as well as in oth
situations.10–16
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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During experimental work on acute coronary ischem
the appearance of an alternans rhythm can sometimes b
mediately preceded by a spontaneous premature ventric
contraction~PVC!.2,4,8,9One might reasonably think that th
finding is simply a coincidence—i.e., that the PVC just ha
pened to come along just by chance at a time when altern
would have started up spontaneously anyway. However,
onset of alternans immediately following a PVC was se
tens of times in one study,8 in 21 of 31 experiments in an
other study,4 and in 4 out of 8 animals in yet another study2

There is thus certainly a causal relationship between the P
and the alternans: hence the term ‘‘triggered alternans8

which we adopt. Alternans can also cease immediately
lowing a spontaneous PVC,2,4 following an externally in-
duced extrasystole,8 or following a deliberate pause i
stimulation.8 We refer to this phenomenon as ‘‘detriggering

It has been known for some time that alternans can e
in situations where inhomogeneity does not play a role in
induction: e.g., single ventricular cells,17–21 ionic models of
space-clamped ventricular membrane,17,20,22–26ionic models
of homogeneous one-dimensional strands27–30 and
2-dimensional sheets29,31of ventricular tissue, a coupled-ma
lattice,30 and simple one-dimensional finite-difference equ
tions stemming from experimental32–35 and modeling22,27

work. Alternans has only more recently been seen in mod
of inhomogeneous ventricular muscle.1,29,31,36We thus de-
cided to investigate whether triggered alternans could als
seen in a model of ischemic ventricular muscle.

II. METHODS

We study an ionic model of a one-dimensional strand
normal ventricular myocardium, with an area of elevat
@K1#o embedded within its interior to represent the ischem
zone.1,37–43 We use a ‘‘first-generation’’ model of the ven
tricular membrane ionic currents, that due to Luo a
Rudy,44 avoiding use of one of the more recent ‘‘secon
generation’’ models.

In their original formulation, second-generation mode
of space-clamped cardiac membrane suffer from two d
ciencies: ~i! degeneracy, with nonuniqueness of equilib
~steady-states and limit cycles!,45–48and~ii ! very slow long-
term drifts in the variables.41,47,49–52The degeneracy can b
removed by reformulating these models as different
algebraic systems,45–48,52rather than as fully-differential sys
tems, which is the way they were originally formulated.
one model of spontaneous activity of the sinus node,
which external stimuli were not delivered, the strategy
employing the differential-algebraic formulation also ab
ished drift.47 Drift in another unstimulated sinus node mod
was removed by exquisitely adjusting two parameters, m
taining the original fully-differential formulation.49 In a
model of quiescent ventricular muscle, it has been sho
that the drift is abolished in both the fully-differential and th
algebraic-differential formulations, provided that one tak
into account the ion species injected by the constant-cur
stimulus pulses~see Fig. 5 of Ref. 52!. However, it is not
clear from this paper whether drift was originally present
Downloaded 12 Sep 2002 to 132.248.28.201. Redistribution subject to AI
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the differential-algebraic case before stimulus-current tra
ing was incorporated. This procedure involving keepi
track of the stimulus current is obviously incapable of r
moving the drifts seen in the fully-differential formulation o
spontaneously active models,49–51 where no stimuli are in-
jected. If the fully-differential formulation is used, one is st
left with a system that is degenerate, even if one keeps tr
of the stimulus current~see, e.g., Fig. 6A of Ref. 52!. Finally,
as previously noted,52 should one adopt stimulus-curren
tracking for a cable simulation using the fully-differenti
formulation, or even using the differential-algebraic forma
ism ~if stimulus-current tracking is indeed needed to remo
drift in the space-clamped case!, a term to account for inter-
cellular diffusion of the injected ion species and for oth
ionic species might then have to be added to avoid d
Given all the above uncertainties and complications, we
cided to use a first-generation model. We select the Lu
Rudy ~LR! model because it has@K1#o as a parameter
which is essential for our modeling of the ischemic zone

One deficiency of the space-clamped LR model, wh
is carried over from the Beeler–Reuter model53 from which
it is derived, is that the time-constants for the activation a
inactivation of the slow inward Ca11 current (I s) are an
order of magnitude too large. We have thus decreased
time constant for the activation ofI s(td) by a factor of 10,
which then putstd into the physiologic range.41,54As in our
prior work on modeling alternans in ischemic muscle,1 we
leave the inactivation time-constant ofI s(t f) unchanged,
since reducing it results in the level of the plateau of t
action potential being unrealistically depressed. To desc
the other currents we have used the equations appearin
Table I and the body of the text of Luo and Rudy~1991!.44 It
has been noted previously41 that using the equations in Tabl
I results in current–voltage relationships forI K1 and I K1(T)

that are different from those shown in Figs. 2 and 3B of L
and Rudy ~1991!, respectively. The ionic concentration
given in Ref. 44 are used to calculate the reversal poten
ENa, EK , andEK1 ~we takeRT/F526.7 mV for these cal-
culations!. In the steady state, the action potential durat
~measured between the upstroke and the crossing throug
260 mV on the repolarizing limb of the action potential! is
reduced to;237 ms from ;290 ms in the standard LR
space-clamped model when paced at a basic cycle leng
400 ms.

We model a one-dimensional strand of ventricu
muscle by the one-dimensional cable equation,55

]2V

]x2 5rSnS Cm

]V

]t
1I ionD ,

whereV is the transmembrane potential~mV!, x is the spa-
tial coordinate in the strand~cm!, r is the effective longitu-
dinal resistivity (0.2 kV cm), Sn is the surface-to-volume ra
tio (5000 cm21), Cm is the specific membrane capacitan
(1 mF cm22), t is time~ms!, andI ion is the total ionic current
(mA cm22) given by our modified LR model. We use a
explicit integration scheme, with forward Euler integratio
for the internal calcium concentration, and an exact anal
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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formula for the activation and inactivation variables~for fur-
ther details of the integration scheme, see Refs. 1, 41!. The
temporal integration step-size (Dt) is 0.01 ms and the spatia
integration step-size (Dx) is 0.01 cm. A lookup table with
linear interpolation (voltage-step50.2 mV) was used to cal
culate the asymptotic values and the time constants of
activation and inactivation variables. L’Hoˆpital’s rule was
used where needed to evaluate indeterminate forms.

The one-dimensional space-constant isl5(Rm /rSn)1/2

>0.06 cm, whereRm is the specific membrane resistan
~3.55 kV cm2 at the nominal LR value of@K1#o of 5.4 mM!.
The discretization factor (Dx/l) is thus ;0.17, at which
point the numerical error is acceptable, as we show be
~Fig. 1!. The diffusion constant D51/(rSnC)
51023 cm2 ms21, so that the von Neumann linear stabili
criterion @(Dx)2/Dt.4D# is satisfied. Sealed-end~i.e., Di-
richlet! boundary conditions are set. Stimulation is carri
out by injecting a 1 msduration current pulse into the firs
five elements of the strand at an amplitude of 100mA cm22

(;23-threshold). An implicit integration scheme was al
used to check the results presented below; the findings w
the same, with a small shift in the exact value of@K1#o at
which a particular rhythm is seen. Simulations were carr
out on K7~Athlon 650 MHz! machines using programs wri
ten in C ~;16 significant decimal places!.

III. RESULTS

A. Effect of discretization

We first investigate the effect of changing the spacing
the numerical grid on the propagated action potential in
homogeneous one-dimensional cable at the nominal@K1#o

of 5.4 mM. The cable is allowed to rest for 1000 ms, a
then stimulation is started at a basic cycle length~BCL! of
400 ms. Figure 1~a! shows the upstroke of the 21st actio
potential atDx50.005 cm, 0.01 cm, and 0.025 cm at th
mid-point of a 5 cmlong cable withDt50.005 ms, 0.01 ms
and 0.025 ms, respectively. At (Dx,Dt)
5(0.025 cm, 0.025 ms), where the discretization fac
(Dx,l) is 0.4, there is an oscillation following the upstrok
which is much less pronounced at (Dx,Dt)
5(0.01 cm, 0.01 ms) and (Dx,Dt)5(0.005 cm, 0.005 ms).
A similar oscillation has been described previously in t
Beeler–Reuter model when the discretization factor is
large.56,57 The two upstrokes for (Dx,Dt)
5(0.01 cm, 0.01 ms) and (Dx,Dt)5(0.005 cm, 0.005 ms)
look very similar in Fig. 1~a!. In fact, Figs. 1~b!–1~e! show
that several action potential parameters are within a few
cent of their asymptotic~i.e., Dx/l→0! values at (Dx,Dt)
5(0.01 cm, 0.01 ms), which agrees with prior work on t
unmodified LR equations.58 For example, decreasin
(Dx,Dt) from ~0.01 cm, 0.01 ms! to ~0.005 cm, 0.005 ms!
changes the maximum upstroke velocity~dV/dtmax or V̇max!
by 7%, the conduction velocity~n! by 4%, the maximum
voltage~overshoot potential in this case! (Vmax) by 3%, and
the action potential duration~APD! by 0.004%. We therefore
Downloaded 12 Sep 2002 to 132.248.28.201. Redistribution subject to AI
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use Dt50.01 ms andDx50.01 cm in what follows. The
maximum change inV in a simulation from timet to time
t1Dt is then 2.6 mV.

B. Effect on rhythm of increasing †K¿
‡o in the

ischemic zone

We model the effect of ischemia by increasing@K1#o in
the central part of the strand~the ischemic zone!.1,28,37,40–43,59

We choose a fixed BCL of 400 ms, which is within the ran
used in experimental work on ischemic arrhythmias~see Ref.
1 for references!. The total length of the strand is 3.0 cm
with the region of elevated@K1#o occupying the central 1.0
cm length of the strand, to correspond with our earlier sim
lations in a two-dimensional sheet.1 At the start of each simu-
lation run at a given@K1#o , we obtain approximate infinite
rest initial conditions by setting the variables in the norm
and high-potassium regions equal to their respective sp

FIG. 1. Action potential propagation in homogeneous one-dimensio
cable at@K1#o55.4mM. ~a! Action potential upstrokes at middle of a 5 cm
long cable for three different values of the spatial integration step-size (Dx)
and the temporal integration step-size (Dt). Dx50.005 cm, Dt
50.005 ms;Dx50.01 cm,Dt50.01 ms;Dx50.025 cm atDt50.025 ms.
The 21st action potential after the start of stimulation from infinite-r
initial conditions~stimulus pulse amplitude5100mA cm22; pulse duration
51 ms!. ~b!–~e! Effect of changingDt andDx on conduction velocity (v),
maximal upstroke velocity~dV/dtmax or V̇max!, maximum potential (Vmax),
and action potential duration~APD!. The numerical value ofDt ~in ms!
equals the numerical value ofDx ~in cm!. v measured betweenx52.5 cm
and x53.0 cm in the cable; other parameters measured atx52.5 cm.
Curves through the data points are spline fits.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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clamped steady-state values and then allowing the simula
to run for 1000 ms, so as to allow some time for equilibrati
to occur before injecting the first stimulus att50 ms. We
now describe the sequence of rhythms seen as@K1#o is
raised.

Figure 2~a! ~left! shows action potentials recorded
three locations~x50.75, 1.5, and 2.25 cm! in the strand, with
@K1#o set to its nominal value of 5.4 mM~i.e., in the control
situation, before the onset of simulated ischemia!. There is a
1:1 response at these~and all other! sites in the strand, in tha
each stimulus produces an action potential of essentially
variant morphology~neglecting edge effects! that propagates
down the entire length of the strand, at a conduction velo
of 63 cm s21. As @K1#o is raised @e.g., Fig. 2~a!, right:
@K1#o513.0 mM#, the 1:1 response is preserved, but there
a progressive depolarization of the resting membrane po
tial ~RMP! and decrease in the maximum potential (Vmax)
obtained as the action potential enters the ischemic z
@Fig. 2~b!#. There are also decreases inV̇max, APD, andn
within the ischemic zone@see, e.g., Fig. 2~a!, right: x

51.5 cm#. The K1-induced decreases inVmax, V̇max, andn
which have been described previously in ventricular io

FIG. 2. Action potential propagation during 1:1 rhythm in the one
dimensional cable. ~a! Action potentials at three sites: proximal normal zo
~top: x50.75 cm!, middle of ischemic zone~middle: x51.5 cm!, distal nor-
mal zone~bottom: x52.25 cm!. @K1#o55.4 mM ~left! and 13.0 mM~right!.
~b! Resting membrane potential~RMP! and maximum potential (Vmax) as a
function of distance (x) during a 1:1 rhythm. The ischemic zone lies b
tweenx51 cm andx52 cm.
Downloaded 12 Sep 2002 to 132.248.28.201. Redistribution subject to AI
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models,1,28,37,40–44,59are due to a reduction in the fast inwa
sodium current (I Na) caused by the K1-induced depolariza-
tion of the resting potential, while the reduction in APD
largely due to the K1-activation of the maximal conduc
tances of the outward repolarizing K1 currents. While the
action potential thus decrements as it enters the ische
zone, it increments as it leaves, with the degree of ini
decrement and subsequent increment increasing as@K1#o is
raised@Fig. 2~b!#.

As @K1#o is increased further, there is eventually a lo
of 1:1 synchronization, with a transition to an alternans
2:2 rhythm, in which there is a beat-to-beat alternation in
morphology of the action potential between two differe
morphologies @e.g., Fig. 3~a!: @K1#o513.173 mM#. The
smaller action potential in Fig. 3~a! asymptotes to a smal
size (amplitude>30 mV) towards the distal end of the is
chemic zone~see, e.g.,x51.65 cm trace!, but then incre-
ments back up to a normal size~x52.25 cm trace! as it
leaves the ischemic zone. Figure 4~top three traces! shows
Vmax as a function of position for the smaller action potent
during alternans at three different values of@K1#o ~13.173,
13.183, and 13.2 mM!. This smaller action potential propa
gates with constant velocity over a considerable part of
distal ischemic zone, withVmax staying constant~e.g., over a

FIG. 3. Action potential propagation during 2:2 and 2:1 rhythms in th
one-dimensional cable. Action potentials at five sites in the one-dimension
cable during:~a! 2:2 rhythm~@K1#o513.173 mM!, ~b! 2:1 rhythm~@K1#o

513.25 mM!.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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distance of;0.25 cm at @K1#o513.173 mM in Fig. 4!.
However, over this part of the ischemic zone, the APD fi
decreases slightly and then increases, due to the close s
proximity of regions of decremental and incremental cond
tion, respectively. When sufficient space for propagation
available ~e.g., in a 3 cmhomogeneous cable with@K1#o

513.2 mM everywhere!, this type of very small-amplitude
action potential asymptotes towards an invariant wavefo
@similar to that seen atx51.65 cm in Fig. 3~a!# as it proceeds
down the cable. Very similar convergent behavior is a
seen in a homogeneous cable at@K1#o55.4 mM whenI s is
set to zero andI Na reduced to a value just above the critic
value that supports a propagating response. This respon
thus a genuine propagating response, which we have p
ously termed the ‘‘maintained small-amplitude response1

With an increase in@K1#o , the smaller action potential o
the 2:2 rhythm attains its asymptotic value ofVmax earlier
within the ischemic zone, and the small-amplitude respo
recovers back to a full-sized action potential later as it lea
the ischemic zone~see Vmax traces at @K1#o513.173,
13.183, and 13.2 mM in Fig. 4!. Note that at a given@K1#o

the degree of alternation decreases as one moves away
the center of the ischemic zone and out towards either en
the cable@Fig. 3~a!#.

With a still further increase in@K1#o , there comes the
point where the smaller action potential does not turn int
maintained small-amplitude response within the ische
zone; instead, it decrements sharply within the proximal p
of the ischemic zone, and eventually dies out within the
chemic zone@Fig. 3~b!: @K1#o513.25 mM#, resulting in a
2:1 response within the distal portion of the ischemic zo
and throughout the entire distal normal zone. In the par
the strand proximal to the area of block, there is a 2:2 rhyt
present@e.g., Fig. 3~b!: x50.75, 1.35 cm#. As @K1#o is in-
creased during 2:1 rhythm, the action potential that is ev
tually blocked suffers a greater rate of decrement within
proximal part of the ischemic zone, so that the site of blo
gradually moves to a more proximal location~Fig. 4:

FIG. 4. Maximum potential as a function of distance. Maximum potential
(Vmax) as a function of distance (x) for the smaller of the two response
during 2:2 rhythm~upper three traces: @K1#o513.173, 13.183, and 13.2
mM! and 2:1 rhythm~lower three traces: @K1#o513.25, 13.3, and 13.4
mM!. For a 2:1 rhythm~lower three traces!, when x is sufficiently large,
Vmax equals the resting membrane potential.
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@K1#o513.25, 13.30, and 13.40 mM!. A still further increase
in @K1#o results in period-4, period-6, and period-8 rhythm
and eventually the appearance of subthreshold rhythms
taining no action potentials~i.e., complete block! at @K1#o

>13.6 mM. The sequence of rhythms seen is$1:1→2:2
→2:1→4:2→4:1→6:2→6:1→8:2→8:1→2:0→1:0%.

C. Bifurcation diagram

One usually constructs a one-parameter bifurcation d
gram by plotting the steady-state value of some variable~or
the maximum and/or minimum value of that variable! as a
function of the bifurcation parameter~@K1#o in our case!.
However, the choice of such a variable to act as an inde
the state of the system is not obvious when one has a
tially distributed system~such as we have here!, since one
would like to have the activity seen at all of the spatial l
cations contribute to that index. We thus introduce as
bifurcation index the normalized voltage integral~NVI !,
which represents the voltage averaged over space and
during the course of one 400 ms stimulation cycle. The s
tial averaging is obtained by adding together the voltage
all 300 grid-points at a given time-step. The temporal av
aging is then obtained by adding together these sums
every fifth integration time-step~i.e., every 0.05 ms! during
each individual 400 ms stimulation cycle. The resulting su
of sums is the voltage integral. The normalized voltage in
gral is then obtained by dividing this voltage integral by t
voltage integral obtained at@K1#o55.4 mM.

The bifurcation diagram in Fig. 5, in which we plot NV
as a function of@K1#o , summarizes the results describe
above, showing the transition from 1:1 to 2:2 rhythm, a
then from 2:2 to 2:1 rhythm, as@K1#o is increased. The data
points with NVI>0.6 during 2:2 rhythm correspond to th
maintained small-amplitude response seen during
rhythm @Figs. 3~a!, 4#. Note also the increase in the value
the integral for the larger beat upon the transition from 2:2

FIG. 5. Bifurcation diagram. The normalized voltage integral~NVI ! is plot-
ted as a function of the bifurcation parameter (@K1#o). The 2:1 rhythm is
seen until@K1#o513.4 mM.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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2:1 rhythm, with NVI>0.8 corresponding to this propagate
beat during 2:1 rhythm, while NVI>0.4 corresponds to the
blocked beat@Figs. 3~b!, 4#.

D. Reduction to a one-dimensional map

In clinical,60,61 experimental,32–35,62–67 and
modeling22–24,26,27,42,68work, it has been shown that analys
of the response of a cardiac preparation to periodic stim
tion can often be reduced to consideration of a one- or t
dimensional finite-difference equation~‘‘map’’ !. One of two
different approaches is usually taken to extract a o
dimensional map. In the first method, one observes an irre
lar rhythm during steady-state conditions and simply pl
some index of the activity on any given beat~e.g., APD! as a
function of the value of that index on the preceding beat
the second method, one applies an S1S2 premature stim
tion protocol during 1:1 rhythm, characterizes the premat
beat ~e.g., by its APD! as a function of the S1S2 couplin
interval, and then, using certain assumptions, writes dow
one-dimensional map that can be iterated to then predict
response of the preparation to periodic driving at any BC

Here we use a combination of the above two stimulat
protocols to extract a map. At a given@K1#o , from infinite-
rest initial conditions, we apply two S1 stimuli at an S1S
interval of 400 ms, and then inject a single pre- or po
mature S2 stimulus at a variable S1S2 coupling inter
~range 300–800 ms!. Following the S2 stimulus, we the
apply 30 S3 stimuli at our standard BCL of 400 ms. T
effect of the S1S2 premature stimulation protocol is thus
change the initial conditions from which periodic pacing
S3S35400 ms is started. At each S1S2 interval we then c
culate the voltage integral for each of the 30 S3 beats
lowing the S2 stimulus, and plot each normalized volta
integral (NVIi 11) as a function of the immediately precedin
integral (NVIi). We shall refer to this map as the ‘‘voltag
integral map.’’

Figure 6~a! illustrates the voltage integral map obtain
at @K1#o513.0 mM with this S1S2 protocol, where a 1
rhythm is seen@Fig. 2~a!, right#. A pre- or post-mature S2
stimulus results in a transient episode of alternans, before
rhythm is re-established asymptotically. This results in
map having a negative slope. There is a stable period-1 fi
point on this map at NVI>0.78, which, in the simulations
corresponds to a 1:1 rhythm involving propagation of
large-sized action potential, as in Fig. 2~a! ~right!.

There is a gap in the map for;0.33,NVI i,;0.52.
The data point just to the left of this gap is produced wh
S1S2 is quite short, and corresponds to an action pote
that just barely fails to exit the ischemic zone successfu
(NVI i>0.33) being followed by a full-sized action potenti
(NVI i 11>0.86). The point just to the right of the gap
produced at a slightly longer S1S2 interval, when an act
potential that just barely manages to exit the ischemic z
(NVI i>0.52) is followed by a full-sized action potentia
(NVI i 11>0.83). An increase in S1S2 of 0.01 ms~the small-
est increment we have used! is sufficient to convert an action
potential that blocks at the very distal end of the ischem
zone into one that successfully propagates into and thro
Downloaded 12 Sep 2002 to 132.248.28.201. Redistribution subject to AI
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the distal normal zone. Thus we have no data points
;0.33,NVI i,;0.52.

As @K1#o is increased, the map moves downwards a
to the left, so that the fixed point moves to a lower value;
the simulations, this corresponds to a fall in NVI as@K1#o is
increased with 1:1 rhythm being maintained, which is larg
due to the decrease in the amplitude and duration of
action potential within the ischemic zone@Fig. 2~b!#.

As @K1#o is increased further, a second branch even
ally appears lower down on the map to the right@e.g., Fig.
6~b!: @K1#o513.16 mM#, but there remains a period-1 orb
corresponding to 1:1 rhythm. With our degree of precisi
~changing the S1S2 coupling interval in steps as fine as 0
ms!, the map effectively has a discontinuity between the t
branches @at NVIi>0.84 in Fig. 6~b!#. Points ~NVI i ,
NVI i 11! lying on the right-hand branch in Fig. 6~b! all have
NVI i.0.84 and NVIi 11>0.64– 0.67, corresponding to th
fact that@K1#o is now so high that a sufficiently large actio
potential (NVIi.0.84) is now followed by so short a recov
ery time that the following response is only the maintain
small-amplitude response~NVI i 11>0.64– 0.67—see the
smaller of the two responses of 2:2 rhythm in Fig. 5!. In
contrast, should NVIi be sufficiently small (NVIi,0.84),
one lands on the left-hand branch, corresponding in
simulations to a full-sized action potential (NVIi 11

>0.76– 0.86) being preceded by either a blocked b
(NVI i>0.2– 0.4), a maintained small-amplitude respon

FIG. 6. One-dimensional maps at 4 different values of@K1#o . Maps pro-
duced by an S1S2 stimulation protocol (S1S25300– 800 ms), as describe
in the text.~a! @K1#o513.0 mM. The map has only one branch. There is
stable period-1 orbit, corresponding to a 1:1 rhythm.~b! @K1#o

513.16 mM. A second branch of the map can now be seen at the r
There is still a stable period-1 orbit present, corresponding to 1:1 rhyt
There is no period-2 orbit.~c! @K1#o513.173 mM. As well as the stable
period-1 orbit~corresponding to 1:1 rhythm!, there is also now present
stable period-2 orbit~arrowheads!, corresponding to 2:2 rhythm.~d!
@K1#o513.34 mM. There is no longer a stable period-1 orbit prese
Rather there is now a stable period-2 orbit~arrowheads!, corresponding to
2:1 rhythm.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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(NVI i>0.6– 0.7), or a full-sized action potential (NVi
>0.75– 0.84). The slope of the right-hand branch of the m
is also negative, for a reason similar to that outlined ab
for the left-hand branch: i.e., a larger action potential (NVi)
on this branch will be followed by a smaller maintaine
small-amplitude response (NVIi 11). As @K1#o is increased,
the right-hand branch moves down and to the left, so that
point of ~effective! discontinuity in the map also moves t
the left.

At @K1#o513.173 mM, the map admits a stab
period-2 orbit, as well as the period-1 orbit just describ
above@Fig. 6~c!#. This period-2 orbit corresponds to an a
ternans rhythm consisting of a maintained small-amplitu
response (NVI>0.65) alternating with a full-sized action po
tential (NVI>0.82). Each of the period-1 and period-2 o
bits has its own basin of attraction. As@K1#o is slightly
increased, the period-1 orbit disappears, leaving only
period-2 orbit corresponding to 2:2 rhythm.

For sufficiently high@K1#o , the right-hand branch of the
map is found to lie much lower down and there is a perio
orbit involving this branch@Fig. 6~d!: @K1#o513.34 mM#.
This period-2 orbit corresponds to a 2:1 rhythm consisting
a full-sized action potential (NVI>0.86) alternating with a
blocked beat (NVI>0.37)—see Figs. 4 and 5. This ver
abrupt transition from 2:2 rhythm to 2:1 rhythm occurs wh
the incremental propagation that turns the maintained sm
amplitude response into a full-sized action potential dur
2:2 rhythm@Figs. 3~a!, 4# becomes decremental conductio
upon exiting the ischemic zone. The abruptness of this tr
sition can be appreciated from the fact that decreasing
coupling interval by only 0.01 ms in an S1S2 prematu
stimulation protocol suffices to convert an incrementing in
a decrementing response at@K1#o513.0 mM, producing ef-
fectively all-or-none propagation.

E. ˆ1:1^2:2 ‰ bistability

In all of the numerical simulation results present
above~Figs. 2–5!, each simulation run was started from on
one set of initial conditions. However, the map analy
above predicts that bistability should occur@Fig. 6~c!#. Fig-
ure 7 shows that dropping a single stimulus from the perio
drive train at that exact value of@K1#o ~13.173 mM! does
indeed result in the conversion of the 1:1 rhythm into a
rhythm, demonstrating the existence of$1:1↔2:2% bistabil-
ity. In addition, the reverse transition from 2:2 to 1:1 rhyth
can be induced by the injection of a suitably timed ext
stimulus.

F. Piecewise-linear map

Our simulations~Figs. 2–5, 7! and the NVI maps~Fig.
6! indicate that the sequence of rhythms$1:1 alone→1:1
coexisting with 2:2→2:2 alone→2:1% is seen as@K1#o is
increased. We decided to explore the bifurcation seque
systematically using a piecewise-linear map that is an
proximation to the maps in Figs. 6~a!–6~c!. For @K1#o suf-
ficiently low, the map has a single branch, which is t
straight line NVIi 11520.2(NVIi)10.9 @Fig. 8~a!#, which
has a negative slope that is,1 in absolute value. There i
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therefore a globally-attracting period-1 orbit on this ma
corresponding to 1:1 rhythm@compare Fig. 8~a! with Fig.
6~a!#. As @K1#o is increased, a second branch, with the sa
slope, makes its appearance@Fig. 8~b!#. The equation of this
branch is NVIi 11520.2(NVIi)10.8, so that there is a jump
discontinuity of size 0.1 between the two branches of
map @compare Fig. 8~b! with Fig. 6~b!#. Nevertheless, the
period-1 orbit remains globally attracting. An increase
@K1#o corresponds to gradually moving the position of t
jump discontinuity~at NVIi5a! to the left, leaving the size
of the jump unchanged@see also Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!#. There
eventually comes a point where a period-2 orbit appe
~corresponding to 2:2 rhythm!, which coexists with the
period-1 orbit@compare Fig. 8~c! with Fig. 6~c!#. With a still
further increase in@K1#o , and resultant movement to the le
in the position of the jump discontinuity~i.e., decrease ina!,
the left-hand branch of the map eventually no longer int
sects the line of identity, so that the period-1 orbit disappe
in a discontinuous fashion, leaving only the period-2 or
behind@Fig. 8~d!#. Figure 9 gives the bifurcation diagram o
the piecewise-linear map, with the bifurcation parameter
ing the location of the discontinuity~a! in the map. Asa
decreases~corresponding to an increase of@K1#o in the
cable simulations!, one sees the transition from a period
orbit ~1:1 rhythm! alone to coexisting period-1 and period
orbits ~bistable 1:1 and 2:2 rhythms! and then to a period-2
orbit ~2:2 rhythm! alone.

G. Rhythms in space-clamped membrane

It is obvious that the various rhythms described above
the cable are largely determined by the properties of

FIG. 7. Conversion from 1:1 to 2:2 rhythm caused by dropping one stimu
from the periodic drive train. The 1:1 rhythm existed for 100 cycles befor
the stimulus was dropped, and the 2:2 rhythm persisted for 100 stimuli~the
length of the longest integration run that we made! following the resumption
of stimulation after the stimulus was dropped.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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K1-depolarized membrane within the central ischemic zo
A question that naturally arises is whether the response o
distributed system~i.e., the one-dimensional cable! to peri-
odic stimulation can then be accounted for by the respons
space-clamped K1-depolarized membrane to periodic stim
lation. However, this is a very difficult question to inves
gate systematically for two reasons. First, the waveform

FIG. 8. Piecewise-linear maps approximating the NVI maps from the ca
simulations (Fig. 6). ~a! There is a globally attracting period-1 orbit, corre
sponding to 1:1 rhythm in the simulations.~b! a ~the position of the discon-
tinuity in the map!50.9. Although a second branch now exists on the m
there is still a globally attracting period-1 orbit, corresponding to 1
rhythm. ~c! a50.76. There are now stable period-1 and period-2 orb
corresponding to 1:1 and 2:2 rhythms, respectively.~d! a50.70. The
period-1 orbit has disappeared, so that the only stable orbit now presen
period-2 orbit, corresponding to a 2:2 rhythm.

FIG. 9. Bifurcation diagram for the piecewise-linear map. The bifurcation
parameter is the position of the discontinuity~a! in the maps of Fig. 8. Note
that there is a range ofa over which there is bistability between 1:1 and 2
rhythms. The increment ina is 0.01. At each value ofa, 100 iterations were
carried out from each of 100 equally-spaced initial conditions. The first
iterates were not plotted in each case, to allow time for any transien
pass.
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the stimulation current entering any particular isopoten
grid-element of the cable is very complicated in shape, si
the axial or longitudinal current is proportional to]V/]x.
Second, this current changes as a function of position al
an inhomogeneous cable. For example, during a 2:1 bloc
the cable, a grid-element lying sufficiently proximal with
the ischemic zone will show a local 2:2 response, while
identical grid-element lying sufficiently distal will show a
local 2:1 response@Figs. 3~b!, 4#. This difference in response
must thus be due entirely to the fact that the net longitudi
current ~source minus sink! is different in the two grid-
elements.

In an attempt to investigate this problem, we study t
response of the space-clamped membrane to periodic d
ery of a 1 msduration current-pulse stimulus at a fixed BC
of 400 ms over a wide range of@K1#o and pulse amplitude
At each fixed value of the stimulus amplitude@27mA cm22

~;threshold at the nominal@K1#o of 5.4 mM! to
54mA cm22, incremented in steps of 1mA cm22#, @K1#o is
changed in the range 5–20 mM. At each pulse amplitud
1:1 rhythm is seen when@K1#o is sufficiently low, and more
complex rhythms can appear as@K1#o is increased. In par-
ticular, a transition from 1:1 to 2:2 rhythm can occur, a
bistability between these two rhythms can also be seen:
at a stimulus current of 30mA cm22, which is just above
threshold, and@K1#o514.6677 mM, the 1:1 rhythm that ap
pears can be converted into a 2:2 rhythm by dropping
stimulus pulse, producing a waveform very similar to th
shown atx515 mm in Fig. 7. The similarity of the rhythm
and waveforms seen in the space-clamped and distrib
cases thus reinforces the conclusion that the local prope
of the membrane within the ischemic zone play a key role
determining the overall behavior in the cable.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. The transition from 1:1 to 2:1 rhythm

A transition from 1:1 to 2:1 rhythm is often seen
experimental17,18,30,35,63–67,69–71and modeling22,67,72work on
ventricular muscle and Purkinje fiber as the pacing freque
is increased or when some intervention is made that
creases the effective stimulus amplitude or the excitability
the tissue, e.g., ischemia,3,6 elevation of @K1#o .73,74 This
transition to 2:1 rhythm can be direct or indirect. For e
ample, in paced isolated rabbit ventricular cells, the tran
tion is direct when the stimulus amplitude is intermediate
size.67 In contrast, when the stimulus amplitude is higher
lower, alternans17 or Wenckebach63,71 rhythms are seen, re
spectively, before the 2:1 rhythm occurs. Similar results
found in aggregates of driven spontaneously beating em
onic chick ventricular cells.64 It remains to be seen in ou
model whether changing some parameter other than@K1#o

~e.g., the length of the ischemic zone, the inter-cellular c
pling within the ischemic zone,72 or the basic cycle length72!,
might result in a direct transition to 2:1 rhythm or an indire
transition via Wenckebach rhythms as@K1#o is then in-
creased. It also remains to be seen whether a transition f
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2:2 to 4:4 rhythm, and not to 2:1 rhythm, might occur, as h
been reported in fast driving of toad ventricle75 and Purkinje
fiber.35,68

In the cable simulations we report on above, the tran
tion is indirect, since alternans is seen before 2:1 rhyt
occurs~Figs. 3–5!. In thin pieces of ventricular endocardium
uniformly exposed to high@K1#o , alternans is also seen be
fore a 2:1 response occurs as@K1#o is elevated in the bath
ing solution.74 The alternans in that case involves two fu
sized action potentials, as occurs within both normal zone
our case@e.g., Fig. 3~a!: x50.75 cm andx52.25 cm#. How-
ever, the alternans within the ischemic zone here involves
maintained small-amplitude response@e.g., Fig. 3~a!: x
51.65 cm#.

B. Ischemic alternans

Alternans is quite frequently seen in the electrocard
gram or electrogram in the acute stage of myocardial
chemia, in both clinical and experimental work~see the ref-
erences given in the Introduction!. There are also recording
of the transmembrane potential showing a beat-to-beat a
nation in the action potential morphology during ischem
~e.g., Refs. 3, 6, 8!. Indeed, the$1:1→2:2→2:1% progres-
sion we see above in the distal half of the cable as@K1#o is
raised is exactly what is seen within the first few minutes
ischemia, with the reverse sequence being seen after
coronary occlusion is then released~see, e.g., Fig. 3 of Ref
3!.

The exact mechanisms underlying the ischemic altern
seen with any of the above three modes of recording rem
unknown. Nevertheless, it is of interest to note that regio
hyperkalemia induces alternans and ventricu
arrhythmias.76 It is not known whether the alternation seen
the action potential morphology is ‘‘primary’’~i.e., intrinsic
to the cell! or whether it is ‘‘secondary’’~i.e., due to electro-
tonic coupling with neighboring regions showing a 2
response!.1,72 One can make the case for both of these for
of alternans in our model. Primary alternans is seen throu
out the cable when there is a 2:2 rhythm@e.g., Fig. 3~a!#. In
addition, a 2:2 rhythm closely resembling that seen wit
the ischemic zone in the cable simulations is seen in
simulations of space-clamped K1-depolarized membrane
However, the fact that the range of@K1#o over which the 2:2
rhythm exists in the cable is so narrow~only ;0.05 mM
wide in Fig. 5! leads one to the conclusion that prima
alternans might be quite rare during ischemia. Alternan
also seen in the cable during 2:1 block over a much wi
range of@K1#o (;0.2 mM); it then occurs throughout th
entire proximal normal-@K1#o segment@e.g., Fig. 3~b!: x
50.75 cm# and within the proximal part of the high-@K1#o

ischemic central zone@Fig. 3~b!: x51.35 cm#. Alternans in
the normal-@K1#o segment of tissue has also been seen
Purkinje fiber strand where@K1#o is elevated along a centra
8 mm long segment to produce a 2:1 block.73

One interesting finding here is the small-amplitude d
flection seen during 2:2 rhythm@e.g., atx51.65 cm in Fig.
3~a!#. When such a small deflection is recorded experim
tally at one site, the assumption is usually made that this
Downloaded 12 Sep 2002 to 132.248.28.201. Redistribution subject to AI
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subthreshold response that is in the distal part of a path
displaying decremental conduction. However, our simu
tions show that this is not necessarily the case, since
response can in fact be a nondecrementing response.

C. Triggered alternans

Our simulations show that alternans can be triggered
a pause in stimulation during 1:1 rhythm~Fig. 7! and detrig-
gered by an extrastimulus. As pointed out earlier~Introduc-
tion!, the sudden appearance or disappearance of alter
following a premature beat has been noted during exp
ments on ischemia several times.2,4,8,9 It is not completely
clear from these studies whether it is the premature beat i
or the subsequent compensatory pause that is responsib
the flip from one rhythm to the other. The latter prospect
supported by the fact that a deliberate pause in stimula
can result in the triggering of alternans,8 which is reminis-
cent of the pause-induced triggering shown in Fig. 7. Ho
ever, as already mentioned, the range of@K1#o over which
the 2:2 rhythm is bistable with the 1:1 rhythm in our mod
is so narrow~;0.05 mM in Fig. 5!, that one would not ex-
pect to stay within the bistable range of@K1#o for a very
long time during rapidly evolving acute myocardial i
chemia. It is of course possible that the range in the mode
too narrow because of some deficiency in the model~e.g., the
simple elevation of@K1#o might not be enough to accurate
represent ischemia!.28,38,39,42,59

In another experiment,4 the premature beat precedin
triggering of alternans was quite late, so that the compen
tory pause preceding triggering was not very long. Sho
the pause indeed be the cause of the triggering in that c
such a short pause would almost certainly not be lo
enough to produce paused-induced triggering of alternan
our model. Whereas detriggering of alternans can occur
lowing a spontaneous premature beat and compensa
pause2,4,8 or an intentional pause in stimulation,8 a pause
during alternans does not detrigger the alternans in
model. This suggests that a different mechanism might
involved in detriggering than in triggering, or even that t
mechanism of pause-induced triggering seen in our mo
might have little to do with the mechanism of pause-induc
triggering during ischemia.

More than a century ago, Gaskell suggested that one
to account for mechanical alternans would be if ‘‘certain p
tions of the ventricle respond only to every second impul
while other portions respond to every stimulus.’’77 One in-
triguing possibility is thus that the triggering of alternans
the experiments might be due to the induction of a region
2:1 block ~which would then result in secondary alternan!,
since it is known that a pause can result in a flip from 1:1
2:1 rhythm in the intact ventricle69 and in isolated rabbit
ventricular cells,67 as can an injection of a suitably time
extrastimulus in isolated ventricular cells.67 An intentionally
inserted extrastimulus can also convert 2:1 into 1:1 rhyth
provided that the timing is right,67,69suggesting a mechanism
that might be capable of producing detriggering of second
alternans. However, a pause in this circumstance wo
again not be expected to detrigger the secondary altern
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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since a pause does not convert 2:1 to 1:1 rhythm in isola
rabbit ventricular cells.67 One can even speculate, should
be possible to flip back from alternans to 1:1 rhythm, th
this maneuver might remove the well-known proarrhythm
effect of alternans. Further systematic experimental work
ploring the origin of triggering and detriggering of alterna
during ischemia is thus indicated.

A flip between high- and low-amplitude ischemic alte
nans following an extrasystole has been described.5,6,8 There
is also evidence for this bistability~indeed, perhaps multista
bility or neutral stability! during mechanical alternans of th
nonischemic ventricle.78–80 Thus, by our definition of trig-
gered alternans, it is important to rule out the possibility t
there is a pre-existing very-low-amplitude alternans pres
@see, e.g., Fig. 3 of Ref. 2; Fig. 5~a! of Ref. 8# before stating
that triggered alternans occurs. There is evidence that the
from a lower-amplitude to a higher-amplitude alternans d
ing ischemia is due to the conversion of discordant altern
~alternation 180° out-of-phase at some sites! into concordant
alternans~alternation in-phase at all sites!.5,6 While there
have been modeling studies showing discordant alternan
nonischemic models,29–31 it remains to be seen whether di
cordant alternans will be seen in models of ischemic mus
and whether flips between the concordant and discord
forms of alternans will be possible. Such flips can be see
a homogeneous cable model29 and in an elegantly simple
phenomenological model.19

D. Bistability involving 1:1, 2:2, and 2:1 rhythms

Four forms of bistability involving 1:1, 2:2, and 2:
rhythms have been described:$2:2↔2:1%, $1:1↔2:1%,
$1:1↔2:2%, and $2:2A↔2:2B% ~i.e., bistability between
two different 2:2 rhythms!.

First, pulse- or pause-induced flips can be seen betw
2:2 and 2:1 rhythms in isolated rabbit ventricular cells17

hysteresis between these two rhythms~suggesting the exis
tence of bistability! has been described in bullfro
ventricle,66 and either a 2:2 or a 2:1 rhythm can be seen i
homogeneous 1-dimensional Beeler–Reuter cable, dep
ing on initial conditions.27 The existence of the$2:2↔2:1%
bistability is predicted by a simple one-dimensional tw
branched discontinuous map derived from the APD rest
tion curve, and involves the co-existence of a stable perio
orbit on one branch of the map with a stable period-doub
period-2 orbit on the other branch of the map.27,33

Second, $1:1↔2:1% bistability is found in frog
ventricle,69 in aggregates of embryonic chick ventricul
cells,64 in single rabbit ventricular cells,67 in the human His–
Purkinje system,81 and in the space-clamped Luo–Rud
model.67 Hysteresis between these two rhythms has a
been described.24,64,66,67,69The$1:1↔2:1% bistability is pre-
dicted by a simple one-dimensional two-branched map
rived from the APD restitution curve,27,33,67and involves the
co-existence of two different period-1 points on the tw
branches of the discontinuous map27,33,67~but see Ref. 66 for
a dissenting view!.

Third, we show an example of$1:1↔2:2% bistability in
Fig. 7. Apart from the triggered ischemic alternans me
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tioned above, the only other two instances of$1:1↔2:2%
bistability of which we are aware occur in the mechanic
contraction of the heart78–80and in periodic driving of modi-
fied forms of the space-clamped Beeler–Reu
equations.22–24 In the latter case, the behavior is differe
from ours, in that the 2:2 cycle is made up of two full-size
action potentials@compare, e.g., the inset in Fig. 4~b! of Ref.
23 with our Fig. 3~a!#. An iterative analysis32 was carried out
for that case using the APD restitution curve.22 This analysis
can be transformed into consideration of a one-dimensio
(APDi ,APDi 11) map having a single branch of negativ
slope,27,33 which is in contrast to our effectively two
branched map@Fig. 8~c!#. In a differently modified version of
the Beeler–Reuter model, the iterative approach predic
that there would be bistability between 1:1 and 2
rhythms,23,24,26due to the coexistence of stable period-1 a
period-2 orbits on the single branch of the map~when the
Schwarzian derivative is negative for a unimodal map, th
can be at most one stable periodic orbit!.82 An unstable
period-2 orbit then serves to separate the basins of attrac
of the stable period-1 and the stable period-2 orbits, whic
not the case in Fig. 6~c!, where the discontinuity and its
pre-image serve that purpose. In the ionic modeling wo
the unstable period-2 orbit arises from a subcritical peri
doubling bifurcation that occurs as the bifurcation parame
~the basic cycle length! is decreased.23,26Very subtle changes
in the APD restitution curve can result in the subcritical b
furcation becoming supercritical, thus destroying the u
stable period-2 orbit and the bistability.26 As in our case~Fig.
5!, the bistability found in the numerical simulations exist
only over an extremely narrow range of the bifurcation p
rameter~as little as 1 ms of basic cycle length!.23,24 This
bistability in the space-clamped system has been linked w
the bistability between periodic and quasiperiodic modes
sustained reentry around a one-dimensional loop.24 We know
of no experimental report in single cells of this kind of b
stability.

Fourth, bistability has been described between two d
ferent 2:2 rhythms in frog ventricle,32 and a bistability or
multistability or neutral stability between 2:2 rhythms h
been described in the mechanical activity of the d
heart.78–80This bistability has also been treated in terms o
single-branched one-dimensional map.27 In addition, as de-
tailed above, concordant and discordant alternans can
viewed as coexisting 2:2 rhythms.

E. Nonischemic alternans; alternans control

While alternans can be a precursor of ventricular
rhythmias in situations not involving ischemia~e.g., rapid
pacing,83 long-QT syndrome,15 administration of anti-
arrhythmic drugs84!, we are not aware of any reports of trig
gered alternans in these nonischemic cases. Our expect
is that triggered alternans will show up in these and ot
situations in which alternans is know to occur, once a s
tematic search is made.

Alternans in the atrioventricular conduction time, in
duced in human beings by a pacing protocol, can be mad
revert to a 1:1 atrioventricular rhythm by using a modific
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/chaos/chocr.jsp
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tion of a ‘‘chaos-control’’ technique, which involves redu
tion of the dynamics to consideration of a one-dimensio
map.85 The excellent approximation of the dynamics d
scribed above by a one-dimensional map makes it more
sible that ischemic alternans, a well-known precursor of m
lignant arrhythmias, can be made to revert back to a
ominous period-1 rhythm by means of some sort of ‘‘alte
ans control’’ technique.
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